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CLASS AND OBJECTS 

 

1. Define classes and objects (or) How are data and functions organized in an object 

oriented programming? 

Class: The object with same property is grouped into a single unit called as class. Class contains 

data and code (functions) to manipulate the data. 

Example: 

The class for student can be declared as 

Class student 

{ 

 private: char name[20]; 

     int age, rollno, marks; 

 public:   void sum(); 

      void avg(); 

      void display(); 

}; 

Object: Objects are the basic run time entities of the object oriented system. The real world 

problem is viewed (analyzed) in terms of objects. The objects should be chosen such that it 

closely matches with the real world objects. Each object contains data and code to manipulate the 

data. Each object has its own identity. Each object can be differentiated by its identity. Objects 

will never become equal. 

Example: a student, a person, a vehicle, a table. 

  

2. Give the difference between a structure and a class. 

 

S. No Structure Class 

1.  Consists of only variables  Consists of variables and functions 

2.  The members are public by default. The members are private by default. 

3.  There is no access specifiers like 

private, public, protected 

contain access specifiers like private, 

public, protected 

 

3. Differentiate classes and objects. 

 

S.No Class Object 

1 Data type Instance of class data type 

2 Generates objects Gives life to a class 

3 Proto type or model Container for storing its features 

4 Does not occupy memory location Occupy memory location 

5 Cannot be manipulated because it 

is not available in memory 

Can be manipulated 

 

4. What is meant by data hiding? 

Hiding the data from the external interference and misuse is called data hiding for 

building secure programs. 

 

5. Define the terms: (a) Encapulation (b). Inheritance 

Encapulation: Is a mechanism that associates the data and code that manipulates the data 

and keep them safe from external interference and misuse. 

Inheritance: Is a process of deriving a new class from the existing class without 

modifying it. 

Advantage:  

o Adding new features to the system without modifying the existing one. 

o Easy to enhance the system  

o Reusability of code. 
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6. Define data abstraction and abstract data type (ADT). 
Data Abstraction: Creating new data types using encapsulated items that are suited to an 

application to be programmed is called as data abstraction. 

Abstract Data Types (ADT): The data types created by data abstraction are called as 

abstract data types. 

 

7. Differentiate data abstraction and encapsulation. 

S.No Data abstraction Encapsulation. 

1 Separates interface and 

implementation 

Groups related items into one 

group 

2 Provide access to a specific part 

of data 

Hides the data and the user cannot 

access the same directly 

3 Defined as a data type called 

class which separates interface 

from implementation 

Packages data and functionality 

and hides the implementation 

details 

 

8. What are benefits or advantages of OOP? 

OOP offers several benefits to both the program designer and user. 

 Extend the program without modifying the existing one using the concept of 

inheritance provides reusability of code. 

 The standard library can be extended by users reduces the amount of code and 

allow us to build reliable programs. 

 Data hiding allow us to build secure programs. 

 Easily partitioned a large project into small module and handled easily. 

 Object oriented systems can be easily upgraded from small to large systems. 

 Software complexity can be easily managed. 

 Suitable for solving complex problems. 

 Easily map the real world problems. 

 Software maintenance cost reduced. 

 Software quality improved 

9. What are the applications of OOP? 

The areas make use of  OOP are real time systems, Digital Image Processing, Neural 

networks, Pattern Recognition, AI and expert systems, Mobile computing, Parallel 

Computing, DBMS, Data warehousing and Data Mining, Object oriented databases. 

 

10. Name the operators available in C++ which is not available in C 
 <<   - Insertion operator 

 >>   - Extraction operator 

 ::  - Scope resolution operator 

 ::*   - Pointer-to-member declarator 

 ->*  - Pointer-to-member operator 

 .*  - Pointer-to-member operator  

 new  - Memory allocation operator 

 delete  - Memory release operator 

 endl  - Line feed operator 

 Setw  - Field width operator 

 

11. Define enumeration data type with example. 
 User defined data type. 

 Values ranges over a finite set of identifiers called as enumeration constants. 

Syntax: enum identifier {set of constants}; 

Example 1: 

 enum color {red, blue, green}; 

 color a,b,c; 

 a = red; b = blue; c = green; 

 cout << a << b << c; displays 0  1  2 
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Example 2 : 

enum  values {a = 10, b , c = 100}; 

values x,y,z; 

Cout << x<<y<<z; Displays 10    11    100 

Example 3: 

 enum flag {false, true}; 

 

12. Where do you initialize in a C++ program? (or) What do you mean by dynamic 

initialization? 

The variables can be declared in the declaration section that is at the starting of 

the program or it is also possible in C++ to declare a variable at the point of their first 

usage. It is called as dynamic Initialization of Variables. 

Example: 

 float avg = sum/n; 

 for(int i = 0 ; i < 10 ; i++) 

 

13. Define reference variable in C++. 

 alias (alternative name) for a previously declared variable. 

 After that the 2 names can Provides an be used to access that variable. 

Syntax: data-type var.name; 

data-type & ref-name = var.name; 

Example: 

  float total = 100; 

  float & sum = total;   sum and total = 100  

  total = total + 50;    sum and total = 150 

  sum = 0;     sum and total = 0 

Need : 

 Reduces the complexity of using pointer variable. 

 Do the same function but not access the address. 

 

14. What is the need for type conversion? Explain the different types of type conversion 

with example. 

The type conversion is necessary when an expression consists of data items of different 

data types. 

• Implicit or Automatic Type conversion 

• Explicit Type Conversion 

Implicit Type conversion: 

Compiler performs type conversion of data items when an expression consists of data 

items of different data types. If the expression consists of more than one data type then 

the compiler convert the result into higher type within the data types.  

Explicit Type Conversion: The user needs that if the result will be in any data type 

then we go for explicit type conversion. 

Syntax:   

• (data-type) expression; 

• (data-type) variable-name; 

Example: 

 int female_number,male_number; float ratio; 

 ratio = female_number/male_number; 

    The result is rounded to int value then to avoid this. 

    ratio=(float) female_number/male_number; 

 

15. What do mean by manipulators? Discuss with examples. 

Manipulators are operators used to format the output display. To include the file 

#include<iomanip> to use manipulators in the program. The manipulators are“\n” and “\t”, endl, 

setw() 
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Endl: Used to feed one line. 

Example: int a = 123, m = 21, n = 3; cout << a << endl << m << endl << n; 

Output: 

123 

21 

3 

Setw(): Used to set the field width and used to display the output in right alignment 

form. 

Example: int a = 123, m = 21, n = 3; 

cout << setw(5) << a << endl << setw(5) <<m << setw(5) << endl << n; 

Output: 

   123 

     21 

       3 

 

16. What are the elements (components) of function? 

i. Function Prototype 

ii. Function Parameters 

iii. Function Definition 

iv. Function Call 

v. return statement 

 

17. What is function prototype? (or) How a function is declared in C++? 
Function proto type is a additional feature added to C++. It provides the following 

information to the complier. 

1. The name of the function 

2. The type of the value returned by the function 

3. The no. and type of arguments passed to the function 

• When the function call is encountered, the complier checks the function call with its 

prototype to ensure that correct arguments are used if not then the compiler informs 

the user about that. 

Syntax:     ret. type fun.name(arg1, arg2,...argn); 

Function Prototype (Declaration)  :  float volume (int, float); 

Function Definition    : float volume (int x, float y) 

{  

float a; 

        body of the function; 

        return a;  

} 

Function call: void main() 

{  

int m; 

float x,y; 

y = volume(m,x); //Function call  

} 

 

18. Write the disadvantages of function? 

a. When the program executes the function call instruction the CPU stores the 

address of the instruction following the function call, copies the arguments of the 

function call onto the stack and finally transfers control to the specified function. 

b. The CPU then executes the function and stores the returned value in the 

predefined memory address and returns control to the calling function. It is a 

overhead in the execution time of the program 

c. Sometimes the execution of program takes lesser time than the context switch 

time. 
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19. What are inline functions explain with example? What are their advantages? 
 Inline functions are functions which are expanded in line means that whose function 

body is inserted in place of the function call statement during the compilation process.  

 Similar to macro of C. 

 Disadvantage of macro : They are not functions then usual error checking does not 

occur during compilation 

 Inline functions enjoy both the flexibility and power offered by normal functions and 

macro functions. 

Syntax: 

inline ret.type fun.name(arguments) 

{ 

  Body of the function 

}; 

 

Example: 

//To multiply two numbers 

#include<iostream.h> 

inline float mul(float x, float y) 

{ 

 return(x*y); 

} 

void main() 

{ 

float a,b; 

cout<<“Enter 2 numbers”; 

cin>>a>>b; 

cout<<a<<“ *“<<b<<“=“<<mul(a,b)<<endl; 

cout<< “100 * 15 =“<<mul(100,15)<<endl; 

} 

Output : 

Enter 2 numbers 5 3 

5*3=15 

100*15=1500 

 

20. Explain default arguments with an example. 
 C++ allow us to call the function without specifying all the arguments defined in 

the function prototype.  

 The function assigns a default value to the argument which does not have a 

matching argument in the function call. 

 The default values are specified in the function prototype.  

Example: float amount (float p, int n, float rate= 0.15); 

Function call   –  amount(5000,7); 

Substitute p=5000,n=7,rate=0.15 

Function call   - amount(4500,10,0.12);  

Substitute p=4500,n =10, rate=0.12 

 Rules: 

• Only the trailing arguments can have default values. 

• We must add defaults from right to left. 

Example: 

int mul(int i,int j=5,int k=10);   //legal 

int mul(int j=5,int k);     //illegal 

int mul(int i=0,int j,int k=10);   //illegal 

int mul(int i=2,int j=5,int k=10);   //legal 

 

21. What are symbolic constants? 

There are two ways for creating symbolic constants in C++: 
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 Using the qualifier constant. 

• Defining a set of integer constants using enum keyword. The program in any way cannot modify the 

value declared as constant in c++. Eg: Const int size =10; 

      Char name [size]; 

 

22. Write some situations where inline expansion may not work. 

 for functions returning values, if loop, a switch, or a goto exists 

 for functions not returning values , if a return statement exists 

 if function contain static variables. 

 if inline functions are recursive. 

 

23. How the class is specified? 

Generally class specification has two parts 

• class declaration - It describes the type and scope of its member. 

• class function definition - It describes how the class functions are implemented. 

The general form is 

Class class_name 

{ 

  private: 

variable declarations; 

function declaration; 

 public: 

variable declaration; 

function declaration; 

}; 

24. How to create an object? 

Once the class has been declared, we can create variables of that type by using the class name. 

Eg: classname x; //memory for x is created. 

 

25. How to access a class member? 

object-name. function-name (actual arguments); 

eg: x.getdata(100,75.5); 

 

26. How the member functions are defined? 

Member functions can be defined in two ways 

• Outside the class definition 

Member function can be defined by using scope resolution operator:: 

General format is 

Return type class_ name::function-name(argument declaration) 

{ 

} 

• Inside the class definition 

This method of defining member function is to replace the function declaration by the actual function 

definition inside the class. 

 It is treated as inline function 

Eg: class item 

{ 

int a,b ; 

void getdata(int x,int y) 

{ 

a=x; 

b=y; 

}; 
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27. What is static data member? 

Static variable are normally used to maintain values common to the entire class. 

Feature: 

• It is initialized to zero when the first object is created. No other initialization is permitted. 

• only one copy of that member is created for the entire class and is shared by all theobjects. 

• It is only visible within the class, but its life time is the entire class type and scope of each static member 

variable must be defined outside the class. 

• It is stored separately rather than objects 

Eg: static int count             //count is initialized to zero when an object is created. 

       int classname::count; //definition of static data member 

 

28. What is static member function? 

A member function that is declared as static has the following properties 

• A static function can have access to only other static member declared in the same class 

• A static member function can be called using the classname as follows classname ::function_name; 

 

29. How the objects are used as function argument? 

This can be done in two ways 

• A copy of the entire object is passed to the argument 

• Only address of the objects is transferred to the f unction 

 

30. Define const member. 

If a member function does not alter any data in the class, then we may declare it as const member function 

as 

Void mul(int ,int) const; 

31. When the deferencing operator ->* is used? 

It is used to access a member when we use pointer to both the object and the member. 

 

32. When the deferencing operator .* is used? 

It is used to access a member when the object itself is used as pointers. 

 

 

CONSTRUCTORS AND DESTRUCTORS 

 

1. Define constructor? 

A special member function automatically creating an instance of a class. This function 

has the same name as the class. 

 

2. What are the special characteristics of constructor? 

 They should be declared in the public section. 

 They are invoked automatically when the objects are created 

 They cannot be inherited. 

 

3. What is a parameterized constructor? 

The constructor that can take arguments are called parameterized constructor. When a 

constructor has been parameterized the object declaration statement such as Integer I1 will not 

work. 

 

4. What are the two ways in which a parameterized constructor can be called? 

 By Calling the constructor explicitly 

 By Calling the constructor implicitly 

 

5. What are the Kinds of constructors that we call? 

 Constructor without arguments 

 Constructor with arguments 
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6. What is the advantage of using dynamic initialization? 

The advantage of using dynamic initialization is that, various initialization formats can be 

provided using overloaded constructors. 

 

7. What are copy constructors? Explain with example? 

A copy constructor is used to declare and initialize an object from another object. It takes a reference to an 

object of the same class as an argument Eg: integer i2 (i1);would define the object i2 at the same time initialize it to 

the values of i1.Another form of this statement is Eg: integer i2=i1;The process of initializing through a copy 

constructor is known as copy initialization . 

 

8. Define destructor? 

A function that is called to de allocates the memory of the objects of a class. Destructor 

name is same as class name preceded by tilde symbol (~) . Eg; ~integer (){} 

 

9. List the difference between constructor and destructor? 

 Constructor can have parameters. 

 Destructors have no parameters. There can be more than one Only one destructor is used 

in Constructor class. 

 Constructor is invoked when Destructor is invoked up on exit from object is declared 

program. 

 

10. Define dynamic constructor? 

Allocation of memory to objects at the time of their construction is known as dynamic 

constructor. 

 

11. What is the advantage of using dynamic initialization? 

The advantage of using dynamic initialization is that, various initialization formats can be 

provided using overloaded constructors. 

 

12. Define default argument constructor. 

The constructor with default arguments are called default argument constructor. 

Eg: Complex(float real,float imag=0); 

The default value of the argument imag is 0 

The statement complex a(6.0) assign real=6.0 and imag=0 the statement complex a(2.3,9.0) assign 

real=2.3 and imag=9.0. 

13. What is the ambiguity between default constructor and default argument constructor? 

The default argument constructor can be called with either one argument or no arguments. When called 

with no arguments, it becomes a default constructor. When both these forms are used in a class, it cause ambiguity 

for a statement such as A a; the ambiguity is whether to call A::A () or A::A (int i=0). 

 

14.  Define dynamic constructor. 

Allocation of memory to objects at time of their construction is known as dynamicconstructor. The 

memory is allocated with the help of the NEW operator. 

Eg:        Class string 

{ 

char *name; 

int length; 

 public: 

string( ) 

 { 

   length=0; 

   name=new char[ length +1]; 

}; 

void main( ) 

{ 

  string name1(“Louis”),name3(Lagrange);    } 
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15. Define const object. 

  We can create constant object by using const keyword before object declaration.. 

Eg: Const matrix x(m,n); 

 

16. Write some special characteristics of constructor. 

• T hey should be declared in the public section. 

• They are invoked automatically when the objects are created. 

• They do not have return types, not even void and therefore, and they cannot return values. 

• They cannot be inherited, though a derived class can call the base class. 

• They can have default arguments• Constructors cannot be virtual f unction. 

 

17. How the objects are initialized dynamically? 

 To call parameterized constructor we should the pass values to the object ie,  

for the constructor integer(int a,int b) it is invoked by integer a(10,18) 

this value can be get during run time. i.e., f or above constructor  

int p,q;cin>>p>>q; 

integer a(p,q); 

 

18. What are Friend functions? Write the syntax. 

A function that has access to the private member of the class but is not itself a member of the class is 

called friend functions. The general form is 

friend data_type function_name( ); 

Friend function is preceded by the keyword „friend‟. 

 

19. Write some properties of friend functions. 

• Friend function is not in the scope of the class to which it has been declared as friend. Hence it cannot be 

called using the object of that class. 

• Usually it has object as arguments. 

• It can be declared either in the public or private part of a class. 

• It cannot access member names directly. It has to use an object name and dot membership operator with 

each member name. eg: ( A . x ) 

 

OPERATOR OVERLOADING 

 

1. Define Operator overloading? 

A language feature that allows a function or operator to be given more than one 

definition. For instance c++ permits to add two variables of user defined types with the same 

syntax that is applied to the basic types. The mechanism of giving such special meaning to an 

operator is known as operator overloading. 

 

2. Give the operator in C++ which cannot be over loaded? 

Operators that cannot be overloaded 

(i) size of - size of operator 

(ii) : : - scope resolution operator. 

(iii) ?: - conditional operator 

(iv) . - Membership operator 

(v) . * - pointer to member operator. 

 

3. How can we overload a function? 

With the help of a special operator, called operator function. The general form of an 

operator function is: 

Return type class name::operator (op-arg list) 

{ 

function body 

} 
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4. Give any four rules for operator overloading? 

(i) Only existing operators can be overloaded 

(ii) The overloaded operator must have at least one operand that is of user defined type. 

(iii) We cannot use friend functions to overload certain operators. 

(iv) Overloaded operators follow the syntax rules of the original operators. 

 

5. What are the steps that involves in the process of overloading? 

 Create a class that defines the data type that is to be used in the over loading operation 

 Declare the operator function operator op ( ) in the public part of a class. 

 Define the operator function to implement the required operation. 

 

6. What are the restriction and limitations in overloading operators? 

Operator function must be member functions are friend functions. The overloading 

operator must have atleast one operand that is of user-defined data type. 

 

7. Give a function to overload a unary minus operator using friend function? 

 

Friend void operator-(space &s);        //declaration  

Void operator-(space &s)  //definition 

{ 

s.x= - s.x; 

s.y= - s.y; 

s.z= - s.z; 

} 

 

8. Define Unary and binary operator overloading. 

Overloading without explicit arguments to an operator function is known as unary 

operator overloading and overloading with a single explicit argument is known as binary 

operator overloading. 

 

9. Explain overloading of new and delete operators. 

The memory allocation operators new and delete can be overloaded to handle memory 

resource in a customized way. The main reason for overloading these functions is to increase the 

efficiency of memory management.  

 

10. How will you overload Unary & Binary operator using member functions? 

When unary operators are overloaded using member functions it takes no explicit arguments and return 

no explicit values. When binary operators are overloaded using member functions, it takes one explicit argument. 

Also the left hand side operand must bean object of the relevant class. 

 

11. How will you overload Unary and Binary operator using Friend functions? 

When unary operators are overloaded using friend function, it takes one reference argument (object of the 

relevant class) When binary operators are overloaded using friend function, it takes two explicit arguments. 

 

12. How an overloaded operator can be invoked using member functions? 

In case of Unary operators, overloaded operator can be invoked as op object_name or object_name op In 

case of binary operators, it would be invoked as Object. Operator op(y) where op is the overloaded operator and y 

is the argument. 

 

13. How an overloaded operator can be invoked using Friend functions? 

 In case of unary operators, overloaded operator can be invoked as Operator op (x); In case of binary operators, 

overloaded operator can be invoked as Operator op (x , y). 
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TYPE CONVERSION 

 

1. Define type conversion? 

A conversion of value from one data type to another. 

 

2. What are the three types of conversions takes place? 

 Conversion from basic type to class type -_ use constructor. 

 Conversion from class type to basic type _ use overloaded casting operator 

 Conversion from one class type to another class type use constructor & overloaded 

casting operator 

 

3. When and how the conversion function exists? 

To convert the data from a basic type to user defined type, the conversion should be 

defined in user-defined object‟s class in the form of a constructor. The constructor function takes 

a single argument of basic-data type. 

 

4. Give the syntax for overloading with friend functions? 

 

Friend returntype operator Operatorsymbol (arg1 [,arg2]) 

{ 

body of the function 

} 

 

5. Explain basic to class type conversion with an example. 

Conversion from basic data type to class type can be done in destination class.Using constructors does it. 

Constructor takes a single argument whose type is to be converted. 

Eg: Converting int type to class type 

class time 

{ 

int hrs,mins; 

  public: 

  …………. 

     Time ( int t) //constructor 

 { 

   hours= t/60 ; //t in minutes 

   mins =t % 60; 

 } 

}; 

Constructor will be called automatically while creating objects so that this conversion is done automatically. 

 

6. Explain class to basic type conversion with an example. 

Using Type Casting operator, conversion from class to basic type conversion can be done. It is done in the 

source class itself. Eg: vector : : operator double( ) 

{ 

   double sum=0; 

  for(int I=0;I<size;I++) 

   sum=sum+v[ i ] *u[ i ] ; 

   return sqrt ( sum ) ; 

} 

This function converts a vector to the corresponding scalar magnitude. 
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7. Explain one class to another class conversion with an example. 

Conversion from one class type to another is the combination of class to basic and basic to class type 

conversion. Here constructor is used in destination class and casting operator function is used in source class.  

Eg: objX = objY  

objX is the object of class X and objY is an object of class Y.  

The class Y type data is converted into class X type data and the converted value is assigned to the obj X. 

Here class Y is the source class and class X is the destination class. 

 

Part –B 

 

1. Explain the basic concept of OOPs. 

2. What is an expression? Explain its types with example. 

3. Explain the control structures in C++ with demonstrate neat diagram. 

4. Explain the function prototyping in C++. 

5. What is function overloading? Write a c++ program to illustrate the same. 

6. Give the syntax and usage of the reserved word inline with examples. 

7. What are the ways to define member functions? 

8. Explain the Static data members and member functions in c++ with example. 

9. What is a friend function? Write a c++ program to swap private data of classes using 

friend functions. 

10. Explain Constructor with an example. 

11. Explain the copy constructor with an example. 

12. What is a parameterized constructor? Explain with example. 

13. What are the rules for overloading operators? 

14. What is operator overloading? Describe Unary minus and Binary addition operator 

overloading with example. 

15. What are the rules for operator overloading. 

16. Give the syntax for overloading with friend functions? 


